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National Champion Champions New Asian SciFi Feature
Hong Kong – 23 September 2009 – Hong Kong national gymnast and body‐building team hero
Lisa Sa becomes the second confirmed actor to sign on to producer Guy Orlebar's new US$10
million budget, fully 3D, live‐action sci‐fi epic FUTURE FIGHTERS to be shot in Hong Kong during
summer 2010 and released worldwide the following year. Being billed as "a
relationship‐charged, action‐packed, mecha fest", this is one movie that action fans everywhere
should look out for when it hits 3D cinema screens around the world in 2011.
Lisa Sa is official representative for the Hong Kong National Aerobic Gymnastics, Bodybuilding &
Fitness, and Sports Climbing teams. She can be contacted through her official website at
http://www.chenglisa.com. The official movie website for FUTURE FIGHTERS is
http://www.FutureFightersMovie.com, and is being produced by Hong Kong‐based company
Agog Films Productions (http://www.AgogFilms.com).
Introduced to producer Orlebar by Future Fighter's casting director Mike Leeder of Screen Ops
(http://www.screenops.com), Orlebar explains: "This is a very unique movie and therefore we're
looking for very unique stars, people who can bring that something extra to the project, regardless
of whether they have a big name or not. In Future Fighters we intend to include both established
names from around the world with new talent. It's their suitability to the project and their
performance that matter; nothing else. Having Lisa's involvement is really exciting." Ms Sa adds
"Throughout my career I've been fighting against convention in an effort to prove to people that we
can follow our dreams, whatever those dreams are. Likewise, bringing the scifi genre to Asia
cinema is just that; fighting against convention. It's great to be a part of that."
Besides her Hong Kong National team representations, Lisa Sa is also stuntwoman, beauty expert
and model, and has numerous sponsorship deals, including for Nike.
***
Founded in 2007, Agog Films Productions is one of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic film
production houses, specializing in quality independent movie‐making with the freshest global
talents, as well as in related comic and video‐game development.
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